
Background: de novo DNA methylation by Dnmt3b 



Background: Gene body methylation in cancer

- Global DNA hypomethylation in tumours
- Abnormal transcripts in cancer
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Recall: 5’ cap (and 3’ poly-A 
tail) added to transcripts as 
RNA processing steps.

RNA 5′ 
pyrophosphohydrolase 
(RppH) removes the cap, 
leaving a single phosphate

T4 RNA ligase attaches a 
known adapter sequence
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DECAP-Seq : Distribution of TSSs



DECAP-Seq : Distribution of TSSs

More TSSs appear on gene 
bodies in Dnmt3b knockout 
cells



DECAP-Seq : ‘De novo’ TSSs



DECAP-Seq : ‘De novo’ TSSs

The increased number of TSSs in Dmnt3b knockout cells are largely de novo 
(do not appear in the wild type). 



DECAP-Seq : Binding profiles



DECAP-Seq : Binding profiles

TSSs found only in Dmnt3b knockout cells appear in areas of the genome 
where there would normally be high H3K35me3 and dnmt3b binding.



DECAP-Seq : Sequence Context



DECAP-Seq : Sequence Context

There is a loss of pyrimidine enrichment, and a reduction of purine enrichment 
in gene body TSSs as compared with the canonical ones. 
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DECAP-Seq : Sequence Context

Within 50 bp of dnmt3b dependent TSSs, there is enrichment for CGs and 
CG-dependent transcription factor binding motifs.



DECAP-Seq : Global View



DECAP-Seq : Global View

Hypomethylated 
CpGs are 
co-localized with 
transcription factor 
motifs. 



Knockdown of SetD2 results in reduced H3K36me3 and 
Dnmt3b binding and increased spurious transcription 
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Dnmt3b must be catalytically active for 
H3K36me3-dependent transcription inhibition



Spurious transcription generates stable, 
polyadenylated RNAs



Spurious transcripts associate with the ribosome 



Summary

-Dnmt3b recruitment dependent on H3K36me3

-Insufficient Dnmt3b results in spurious transcription events on the gene body

-Interaction between Dnmt3b and H3K36me3 is essential for proper 
transcriptional regulation

-Spurious transcription due to Dnmt3b defects can result in aberrant proteins


